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Following an introduction at Arena* to the Promadic world, 
we embarked on a new journey by inviting everyone to actively 

participate in discussions on key areas of hospitality that  
have greatest potential for innovation. 

Through different formats, including Q&A, debate, and ideation, 
a number of unique comments, thoughts, and ideas emerged,  

which were then tested using live surveys and votes.

This was an important step in enhancing the Arena* concept, 
which we will continue to improve and expand upon going forward.

But for now, we are thrilled to share a few key edited and simplified 
takeaways for you to mull over as you plan 2020.  



Which of the following Food and Drink initiatives will have the greatest impact on 
sustainable hospitality and attract Promadic Travelers in 2030?

Food and Drink

Hydroponic Systems

Closed-loop Menus

Biodiverse Variants

On-site Farming

Plant-based innovations

Transparent Marketing

Synthetic Produce

Community Crops

Zero-impact Packaging

Traceable Supply Chains

Using Hotel Byproducts

Automated Infrastructure

0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 %



As Promadic Travelers continue to expect hoteliers to know who they are and 
what they expect, what are the opportunities for Food and Drink 

to be more personalized?

Membership Clubs

Flexible Dining Formats

Shared Investment Schemes

IoT Infrastructure

Avatar Services

Biodata Sampling

Personal Health Plans

3D-printed food

Digital Detox Lounges

EQ Trained Waiters

Niche Diet Menus

Data-driven Room Service

0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 %

Food and Drink



What will Food and Drink need to offer so that Promadic Travelers really feel 
that they are spending their time more meaningfully?

Supperclubs

DIY events

Educational Packages

Sensory Architecture

Mindful Dining

Aligning F&B and Wellness

Pop-up Restaurants and Bars

Joint Ventures with Local Chefs

Emotion-Led Design

New Spiritual Menus

Food Festivals

Hyperlocal Menus

0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 %

Food and Drink
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Which experience will create the greatest positive impact for sustainable 
hospitality and attract Promadic Travelers in 2020?

Whole-Community Open Access

Environmental Cleanups

Supporting Political Causes

Female-Focused Forums

Volunteer Mentor Programs

One-for-One

Local Product Parternships

Neighborhood Hotels

People-Powered Gyms

Luggage-less Travel

Using Hotel Byproducts

Community Cookery

0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 %

Experience Programming



Conversation Clubs and Salons

Long-Term Members Retreats

Educational Excursions

Digital Detoxing

In-House Social Networking

Philosophical Life-Coaching

Local Content Creation

Sleep School

Untouched Destinations

Spiritual Sustenance

Solo Traveler Events

Extreme Expeditions

0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 %

What could experience programs offer so that Promadic Travelers really feel 
that they are spending their time more meaningfully?

Experience Programming



As Promadic Travelers continue to expect hoteliers to know them more 
intimately, what are the opportunities to better personalize experiences?

Preference-Driven Reservations

Personalized Playlists

Emotional Analytics

Tailored Room Services

Avatar Services

Biodata Sampling

Programmable Materials

Bespoke Concierge Apps

EQ-Trained Staff

Tailored Activity Programs

0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 %

Experience Programming





Wellness

Let’s think holistically 
  
• Interpret Wellbeing in a way that is right for your brand—

sometimes it’s as simple as hinting to guests about the 
opportunity to walk in the surrounding forests.

• Holistic means thinking deliberately about relationship 
between body & mind—explore opportunities that start 
with silence, solitude, and ability to focus. 

• While relaxation facilities are important and can be part 
of it, calm and peaceful ambience can go a long way.  

It’s not about remote spa-retreats 
  
• Our guests are more and more seeking intellectual and 

spiritual aspect of wellbeing—the traditional notion of spas 
is quickly becoming a thing of the past.

• Rethink your spa concept into a “greater connection” concept–
providing small steps towards greater connection to oneself, to 
others, and to culture. 

• No spa? Even better! Think about your environment—both 
natural and social—and how guests can participate in it by 
either immersing themselves into local culture, learning new 
skills, or just having a deep conversation with someone 
interesting at the hotel or surroundings.  

People, people, people… 

• Wellbeing for your guests starts with the wellbeing of your  
staff—kind, content, and generous staff members are the real 
anchors and ambassadors of your hotel and set the “mood” of 
the trip.

• Don’t underestimate the wellbeing value of social interactions. 
While anticipating sports, leisure, and relaxation opportunities 
is still critical, think about little routines at your property that 
are easy and often invisible—a handshake from the owner, a 
smile and hello from the cleaning team, a personal story 
behind a dish from the chef. 

Some observations from the guests panel and room discussion on the topic. 



Clinic 



Technology

Huge opportunities, with caution 

• Technology is an enabler, but strong human touch is still 
critical. A boring hotel room remains as such, no matter 
how many gadgets you add—it’s not about devices.

• Understand the key moments of your experience where 
tech is a real helper versus those where the human factor 
is irreplaceable.

• Equally, understand where the high-risk moments are when it 
comes to tech—those that make guests feel disturbed rather 
than looked after.

• Good technology innovations feel like electricity—they are just 
there, almost unnoticeable but adding tangible value to 
a stay and to one’s travel in general. 

 

Why, what and how 

• Start by figuring out why some of the technology 
enhancements are needed and how exactly the better 
one’s are experienced.

• Don’t forget major cultural and regional differences when it 
comes to technology adoption, usage, and expectations. 
Equally, generational nuances in this area can be major 
if you don’t connect your tech innovations with your core 
audience—who are they in relation to the latest technology 
opportunities and what kind of things would they 
actually value?

• There are opportunities in physical technology that often 
require significant investment, but also in simply improving 
social media and web experiences, which are an integral part 
of your brand—pick up your battles.

• The other side of this issue is improving the bookings 
process—upselling, cross-selling, and concierge services—all of 
which can be enhanced by the right technology.

• Content is still the king—technology can help to make it correct, 
adaptive, and effective. 

• Consider new channels, such as Wechat, which can support 
business coming out of China, soon the 2nd largest outbound 
market in the world.

Data & privacy 

• Find the right balance between personalization and data 
mining. More and more, travelers expect high return on the 
personal information that they give.

• Younger generations are often expecting hotels to know their 
preferences before arrival, while more-traditional guests will 
find technology-driven personalization highly intrusive.

• Finally, don’t forget that having no technology can be 
(and already is in some of the hotels) a new luxury.

 

Some observations from the guests panel and room discussion on the topic. 





5 pillars to future-proof your business

2

3

Know your capabilities and permissions 

• Find the way to learn more about your guests and community as well as their evolving expectations.

• Use technology to enhance experiences so as to provide something more personalized and meaningful for guests.

1

Enable transparency 

• Be honest and transparent about what you have and have not achieved yet. Do not make empty promises.

• Communicate the extent to which your products are local, or their environmental impact (e.g. with a tag).

Be idealistic, but realistic 

• Invest in sustainable practices (e.g. reduce waste, eliminate plastic, source local ingredients).

• Become a neighborhood hub and invite guests to engage with the local community.
• Emphasize the development of esoteric practices in and around the hotel (e.g. meditation, yoga).

• When onboarding or training staff, spread the mission of the brand clearly.



5 pillars to future-proof your business

Uncover new ways to engage 

• Create synergies between locals and hotel guests by opening them up to the community (e.g. events, cultural programs, and workshops)
• Promote activities on wellbeing and encouraging "switching off" (e.g. digital detox or meditative practices). Design Hotels can help by 

providing connections and a network of facilitators, artists, and makers.
• Encourage guests to make an effort toward environmental sustainability.

• Connect with guests through a mobile application, either by sharing stories or booking experiences to get to know them better. 

4

5Define new culture 

• Keep a closer watch on your environmental footprint in F&B by reducing food waste, sourcing locally, 

cultivating your own produce, and generally reducing single-use plastic.
• Open up guests to the local community by facilitating experiences in and around the hotel, such as rituals, 

artistic events, and other activities that engage guests with the surrounding culture. 



IDEAS TO FUTURE-PROOF YOUR 18

1 KNOW YOUR CAPABILITIES AND PERMISSIONS 
• Collect data on the community and share this information of the network with Design Hotels. 

• Use technology to enhance experiences and provide a something more personalised and meaningful for the 
guests. 

2 ENABLE TRANSPARENCY 
• Be honest and transparent about what you have, and have not achieved yet. Do not make empty 

promises. 
• Communicate the extent to which your products are local, or the environmental impact (e.g. with a 

tag). 

3 BE IDEALISTIC, BUT REALISTIC 
• Invest in sustainable practices (e.g. reduce waste, eliminate plastic, source local ingredients). 

• Invite guests to engage with the local community and become a neighbourhood hub. 

• Emphasise the development of esoteric practices on- and around the hotel (e.g. meditation, yoga). 

• When on boarding or training staff, clearly spread the mission of the brand.

Quotes & thoughts 
worth sharing 

“We should start by being more 

transparent and frank about the 
programs we run. We should also communicate 
with our guests the things that have not been 
achieved yet, and focus on sharing our desire to 
reach environmental goals.”

“Connect with the guests prior  

to their travels to understand 
their expectations and customize their experience 
so it is relevant and memorable.”

“My property can focus even more on 
strengthening its identity and 
enhancing its extraordinary brand; we should 
review the manifest and make sure that all 
employees are on-board, understand the brand, 
and speak the same language.”

“We need to open up to the local 

community and neighborhood in 

order to engage with the promads. 
Hotels in urban locations need to work on 
becoming social hubs, providing a place for locals 
and the community to connect through get-
together initiatives, events, etc.”

“We’d love to engage with Design Hotels by 

having them act as a talent agency  

for artists, makers, and wellbeing instructors.”

“It is important that a hotel gives back to the 
community it resides in, including from 
an ecological point of view. We should offer 

experiences that enable us and 

our guests to contribute to the 

natural and cultural preservation 

of our surroundings.”

“We would like to facilitate artist residencies, 
creative sessions with local artists 

so as to offer interactions between 

the guest and the destination’s  

artistic community.”

“We can enhance engagement with  

the promadic traveler through a 

mobile app that allows guests to connect 
with other Design Hotels guests/members 
worldwide, and enables them to share 
experiences through photos/music/journals…”


